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Stagnating median incomes and growing inequality
“It’s not fair” hardwired by evolution
Outsiders (foreigners, immigrants, Jews) take the blame
Similar sentiment that imports kill jobs
US provides limited support for those disadvantaged by change








Electoral campaign promises in many countries
Since election Trump has backed off, but executive powers remain
Existing “currency wars” a bad backdrop
Retaliation more likely than not, especially with China










Loss of longer run efficiency gains arising from trade and VAC
Short term price increases and job losses
Turbulence in financial markets
Retaliation and memories of Smoot Hawley
With the poorest most affected
Erosion of American leadership has broader political implications






Make a positive case for globalisation; avoid the Brexit mistake
Stress that technological change poses the principal threat to jobs
Identify “worker-friendly” policies to cushion the effects of change
Focus more on rebuilding trust between governments and citizens







Growing recognition that domestic “price stability is not enough”
Domestic credit and debt imbalances create “boom- bust cycles”
International capital flows (gross) a frequent source of instability
Global trade imbalances (net flows) only a longer term problem












A fundamental identity
(S-I) =(X-M)=CF=(X*-M*)=(S*-I*)
External balances reflect real side developments and capital flows
Any policies affecting S, I or CF in one country affect other countries
All elements are endogenous and respond to a variety of financial
variables
CF cumulate over time (stocks) and are sensitive to currency
denomination
Cooperation “trumps” blaming and moralizing










Floating freely does not automatically adjust current account
imbalances
Even If countries float, there will be “spill over” effects from US
monetary policy
And there is no consensus on how to deal with this
The (non system) is dangerously unanchored
And we have inadequate instruments to both manage and resolve
crises
















Relevant to English speaking countries and peripheral countries in
Europe
Fiscal restraint can help BUT
In peripheral Europe has also hurt overall debt ratios
In the US promised fiscal expansion goes in the wrong direction
It will expand the trade deficit, raise inflation and lead to Fed
tightening
Measures to raise domestic competitiveness can help BUT
How to foster productivity increases (TFP)?
Can already low median wages be reduced even further?
Is cutting the profit share key (to lowering prices) ?














Relevant to Central European countries, China, Japan, Korea etc.
Fiscal expansion can help BUT
Central European countries at full employment and imbalances are
emerging
Japan and China have debt problems and also imbalances in China
Measures to lower domestic competitiveness can help BUT
Do not want to lower productivity
Implying that measures to raise wages are necessary
Is cutting the profit share key (to raising wages)?








Japanese growth model: suppress household income and production
of services
Model followed by many others, including China
China now committed to change but Japan still pursuing old model
Germany’s global competitiveness not due to high productivity
Rather due to to suppressed wages and low euro (relative to DM)












They contribute to equally persistent and dangerous deficits
elsewhere
As a Eurozone member, Germany has special responsibilities
Paper claims can lose significant value
German goods exports under secular threat from EME’s and
technology
Invites political pressure, ill will and retaliation by US, EC and
peripheral Europe
Remember, the ultimate purpose of production is consumption!








G20 wants “strong, sustainable and inclusive growth”
OECD and IMF make similar recommendations; fill “fiscal space” with
investment and embrace structural reform
But debt overhang is the elephant in the room
Cooperation limited by different beliefs and “free rider” problems

GOOD LUCK – YOU MIGHT JUST NEED IT

